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So far, we have looked at different types of point 
discontinuities at x = a by examining the 
behavior of the function as x  a from the left 
and as x  a from the right.  We will now use 
this idea to define the limit of a function at a 







Consider the function ƒ(x) = 
x
x






 ?  We would like to be able to give one, unique 



















  does not exist (DNE), which means there is not one, precise answer for the limit.   
 























































































































  x  a –      x  a +   
left-hand             right-hand 
    limit           limit 
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 on "Limits 1."  Use this and your knowledge of 
rational functions to determine the following limits. 
 




























































You will recall the functions ( ) and ( )y f x y g x  , from "Limits 1."  Use the graphs to 
determine each of the following limits. 

















































    (2) =  
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   g(2) = 
 
